Environmental conservation in classical Greece
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Natural environment and its conservation in classical Greece (5th to 4th centuries BC) has been a considerably debated issue. Some scholars argue that classical Greece was a land of noble forests and crystal fountains that was relentlessly destroyed by human activities while others denounce this pessimistic view by claiming that humans had a positive impact on the Mediterranean landscape. After reviewing the most relevant literature, it came out that abiotic conditions and biotic resources were not much different from the present ones. Agriculture was based on cultivation of small fields (2-4 ha), involved multiple cultures and crop rotation while production aimed at self-sufficiency and not to yield maximization thus implying sustainable use of arable lands. Livestock husbandry involved small flocks associated with arable agriculture, which indicates a limited impact on the environment. Wildfires were present but not devastating. On the contrary, forests were largely over-exploited and produced mainly firewood than timber while hunting was intensive although practised for social (e.g. prestige) than economic reasons. These practices suggest that people did not destroy their environment in the classical period but rather transformed it to meet their needs. They were not conservation-minded but seem to have known the strengths and weaknesses of their environment. It is this knowledge that probably helped them to also develop an advanced civilization.
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INTRODUCTION

Landslapes in the Mediterranean region have been shaped by several abiotic and biotic factors. The former include geology, relief and, especially, climate while the latter include flora and fauna. All these factors interacted and, as they evolved over the geological time, the landscapes evolved as well. This evolution, however, was greatly affected by humans who inhabited the region several thousand years ago and tried to modify the natural landscapes in order to accommodate their needs. According to Willis (1994), the modification started at approximately 4500 BP with the onset of anthropogenic disturbance. In a detailed analysis of the evolution of cultural landscapes in the Mediterranean basin, Naveh & Lieberman (1994) suggest that during the biblical and classical times the densely wooded natural landscape was transformed to a more open and much richer cultural one through agropastoral human activities such as burning, clearing, cutting, coppicing, cultivation and grazing. As a result, the natural vegetation was retained only in the least accessible mountain areas.

Nevertheless, there are two opposing theories as to how the landscape appeared in classical Greece.
The first one advocates that it was greener and much more forested than today and the current landscape is ruined and degraded compared to the ancient one. This belief originated in the 16th-17th centuries when Renaissance poets and Baroque painters promoted the idea that the great events in classical Greece occurred in a setting not unlike Normandy and central Europe in general (Grove & Rackham, 2001). Later on, in the middle of 18th century, Barthélémy (1788) mentioned by Rackham (1996) visualized classical Greece as a land of noble forests and crystal fountains, like Marie-Antoinette’s France, suggesting that Greek environment had been destroyed since classical times. From that time on and especially after the important work of Marsh (1864), the deforestation of the Mediterranean region has been presented as a classical example of man’s destructive effects on the environment.

Several scholars tried to scientifically support and popularize this “degradation” or “Lost Eden” theory (e.g. Thirgood, 1981; Hughes, 1983; Tsoumis, 1986; Attenborough, 1987). They claim that human activities (e.g. cultivation, woodcutting, shipbuilding, fire, grazing, etc.) were the main agents of deforestation and landscape degradation. Such degradation has been cumulative up to the present time suggesting that damages done in the classical period were added to those that followed in the Roman, Byzantine, Venetian, Ottoman and subsequent periods. They were largely based on Plato’s famous and frequently quoted passage about erosion in Attica in his book *Kritias*, as evidence of mismanagement of natural resources, especially forests (Rackham, 1996). The “degradation” theory was supported by the Clementian vegetation succession and climax theory of the 20th century (Clements, 1916). Followers of this theory consider Mediterranean ecosystems and especially the sclerophyllous shrubland ecosystems of the region as degraded plant communities and suggest a complete protection from human activities in order to establish forests considered to be the climax vegetation almost everywhere (e.g. Tomaselli, 1977).

The second theory does not accept as real the imaginary past promoted by artists and scientists and denounce the assertion that human action was destructive and resulted in a “ruined landscape”. Grove & Rackham (2001), for example, claim that modern Greece has surprisingly changed little since ancient times, except for coasts, deltas and marshes. Also, by comparing ancient authors’ records with 19th century travelers and present vegetation, Rackham (1983) came to the conclusion that Athens area had roughly as much forest in classical times as in the 1920s, and less than it has at present. Moreover, this theory advocates that human interference resulted in the creation of a heterogeneous environment that favored biodiversity by shaping a variety of cultural landscapes (Naveh & Lieberman, 1994; Grove & Rackham, 2001; Blondel, 2006). Blondel & Aronson (1999) argue that human activities have been beneficial for many components of biological diversity because traditional land-use practices act as surrogates of natural disturbance regimes. In such disturbed sites species diversity is much higher than in forest communities (Gomez-Campo, 1985; Perevolotsky & Seligman, 1998; Blondel, 2008).

These opposing theories suggest that there is no agreement among writers and scholars on how the landscape looked like in ancient Greece. However, both of them express extreme views. The former about the “systematic destruction” of the landscape by man denounces all human activities as detrimental while the latter about the “positive impact” of man advocates that all of them were beneficial to the environment. We think that the reality is somewhere between these two extremes. Therefore, instead of adopting any of these two theories, a more meaningful exercise would be to evaluate the human activities in ancient Greece and discuss whether each of them and to what extend were destructive or beneficial to the natural resources. Such a holistic view for the effects of human actions on the environment has not been adequately dealt with for the classical period (5th to 4th centuries BC).

Our objective is to investigate how Greeks of that period, mainly living in Attica, coped with their environment and used natural resources, developing at the same time an advanced civilization. By focusing on the most relevant literature to environmental history, we analyze the abiotic and biotic conditions as well as the human activities and compare them with modern conceptions and practices. We believe that such an investigation will provide important insights to contemporary managers engaged in environmental conservation.

**ABIOTIC CONDITIONS**

**Climate**

There is a consensus among scientists that the present-day Mediterranean climate became stabilized around 5000-4500 BP (Late Neolithic to Early Bron-
late 4th to early 3rd centuries. Camp (1982), for example, argue that it was a little cooler and less arid than nowadays. Nevertheless, it was characterized by mild winters, dry summers and increased precipitation in November and December (Willis, 1994), whereas there was also regional diversity and inter-annual variability as it was traced through its impact on harvest numbers (Garnsey, 1988). Also, snow was more common in inhabited areas than nowadays.

According to Sallares (1991), climate of Greece in the 5th to 4th centuries was virtually the same with the present-day climate. On the contrary, Grove & Rackham (2001) argue that it was a little cooler and less arid than nowadays. Nevertheless, it was characterized by mild winters, dry summers and increased precipitation in November and December (Willis, 1994), whereas there was also regional diversity and inter-annual variability as it was traced through its impact on harvest numbers (Garnsey, 1988). Also, snow was more common in inhabited areas than nowadays (Rackham, 1996).

On the other hand, some scholars suggested that climate of the classical period became more arid in the late 4th to early 3rd centuries. Camp (1982), for example, advocated the hypothesis that there was a drought lasting about 40 years in the second half of the 4th century based on the historical fact that many public wells were abandoned at that period for not supplying water and replaced by major waterworks as well as by an increased number of cisterns in private houses. Sallares (1991), however, denounces this hypothesis by arguing that this period was not characterized by continuous drought but by an alternation of wet and dry phases. Such an argument confirms the great interannual variations embedded in the Mediterranean climate, which is also manifested in our times.

Geology and geomorphology

Closely related to climate is the geology and geographical position of Greece. The extensive coastline and major relief factors, such as the crystalline massif of the Cyclades block and the mountains of Pindos and Crete, are responsible for large-scale altitudinal variations in temperature and precipitation. Climate and geology have resulted in the richness and diversi-
ty of present-day flora (Willis, 1994).

With respect to geology and geomorphology of classical Greece, much attention has been drawn on the history of erosion in the last decades. The washing away of soil from slopes to valleys, rivers and coasts has been a subject of controversy among scholars. Similarly, questions arise as to whether the erosion history of the Mediterranean was completed in two major phases (i.e. the Older and Younger Fill) or in many smaller ones, with the latter being quite unambiguous at present (Grove & Rackham, 2001).

On the other hand, the reasons causing erosion in historical times, i.e. whether they were natural or anthropogenic, remain unclear. Grove & Rackham (2001), for example, developed the thesis that the primary determinant of erosion was tectonics rather than human activities. To support this thesis, Rackham (1996) mentions Thermopylae, where a retreat of the sea makes it difficult to understand the exact place of the ancient battle, as a result of tectonics, which changed the relative levels of land and sea. However, this is not accepted by Butzer (2003) who thinks that tectonics is only locally related to historical soil erosion. After carrying out extensive fieldwork, archaeologists and geoarchaeologists have tried to connect periods of erosion with periods of extensive human activity and to point out deforestation, clearing land for farming and other activities as the main causes of the phenomenon. Van Andel et al. (1990), for example, after summarizing three case studies of Holocene erosion from northeastern Peloponnese and Thessaly, concluded that soil erosion events were spatially and temporarily related to human interference in the landscape. Similar conclusions were also reached by Runnels (1995, 1997), an archaeologist who worked together with the previous authors in northeastern Peloponnese, stating that land clearing during intensive human settlements resulted in erosion, which in turn forced people to abandon settlements or, at least, reduce their activities. Krahtopoulou (2000), however, could not entirely attribute Holocene alluvium formations to human activities in Pieria, northern Greece.

Given the nature of Mediterranean climate, characterized by frequent episodes of heavy rainfalls, and the rugged topography of Greece, it is more than certain that there was soil erosion associated with human activities in the classical period. However, there is not sufficient information about its extent and intensity.
BIOTIC CONDITIONS

Flora and vegetation

Mediterranean flora is a complex mixture of taxa of different biogeographic origin. At least five biogeographic elements are present: tropical, Holarctic, Ira-no-Turanian, Saharo-Arabian and indigenous (Quezel, 1995; Blondel & Aronson, 1999). As a result, Mediterranean region is characterized by a high plant species richness, which is incomparable to other regions of the world (Cowling et al., 1996). The main reason for this high richness is not so much the great variety of species but the remarkable number of endemics (Blondel & Aronson, 1999).

Present-day Greece has more than 6000 vascular species, which is a high plant diversity in relation to the size of the country (Dafis, 1997). This is attributed to its geographical location but also to climate and the diversified relief (Kokkoris & Arianoutsou, 2004). Human activity is also involved in this high diversity. According to Papadimitriou et al. (2004), the abandonment of traditional human practices in mountain grasslands over the last 30-40 years has led in the reduction of plant species richness. On the other hand, vegetation is also very variable. It includes phrygana, garrigues, maquis, deciduous forests (Fagus sp., Quercus sp., Castanea sp., Tilia sp. and Acer sp.), warm conifer forests (Pinus halepensis, P. brutia and P. pinea), mountain conifer forests (Abies sp., Pinus nigra and Juniperus sp.), subalpine conifer forests (Abies alba and Picea excelsa) and evergreen sclerophyllous forests (Quercus ilex, Q. cocifera and Phoenix theophras-stit) (Arianoutsou et al., 1997).

The question that arises is whether this high diversity also existed in classical period. The main source of information for the history of vegetation is palynological research carried out in various places during the last decades, although scholars signal limitations and interpretation problems of pollen records, especially in the Mediterranean region (Atherden, 2000; Grove & Rackham, 2001). According to pollen diagrams, the Greek landscape experienced an initial expansion of deciduous Quercus forests and Pistacia woodlands during the early Holocene, which were then gradually replaced by forests dominated by Abies, Pinus and Fagus until approximately 4500 BP. From that time onwards new tree species, mainly fruit-bearing ones such as Juglans, Castanea, Platanus, Olea and others, were increasingly established, giving the landscape its present-day form (Bottema, 1994; Willis, 1994; Gerasimidis & Athanasiadis, 1995). Willis (1994) further stated that the appearance of the tree species was due to the anthropogenic disturbance which reduced the density of woodland thus allowing their gradual establishment. In addition, the abundance of open ground herbaceous types was also increased. The establishment of trees was done either directly by humans or indirectly by spreading out of small pockets of refugia already existing since the last glacial period (Bottema, 1994).

The last stage of development is connected with the beginning of Bronze Age civilization and, therefore, with the extensive anthropogenic activity. After reviewing four pollen diagrams from southern Greece, Gerasimidis (2005) found that natural vegetation was considerably reduced between 800 BC and 800 AD in order to be converted in agricultural land, mainly for cultivation of olive trees, while pine trees were promoted by humans. On the whole, there was a clear change from a landscape dominated by deciduous trees to one dominated by evergreen flora, which corresponds to the gradual increase of aridity of the Mediterranean climate and, of course, to an increased human presence. According to Rackham (1996) and Grove & Rackham (2001), Greece has not witnessed any major botanical changes since classical times based both on pollen records and also on ancient written sources, suggesting that flora and vegetation did not differ much from the present ones.

Apart from the wild flora, there were several domesticated plants in classical Greece as well. Cultivated plants in the whole Mediterranean basin including Greece, from the Neolithic era onward, included grain crops, fodder species, oil-producing plants, fruit crops, vegetables and a variety of condiments, dyes and tanning agents (Megaloudi, 2005; Blondel, 2006). Among fruit crops, the most important were olive, grape and fig. According to Zohary & Spiegel-Roy (1975), these crops were more likely domesticated in the Near East in the 4th to 3rd millennia BC and emerged as important food items in early Bronze Age. As a result of their domestication, their propagation shifted from sexual to vegetative reproduction of clones, a practice that it is still maintained among farmers in the Mediterranean.

Fauna

Like flora, fauna is also very rich in the Mediterranean basin with a higher number of mammal species in the eastern than in the western part (Blondel & Aronson, 1999). In present-day Greece, there are about
670 and 20000 species and subspecies of vertebrates and invertebrates, respectively, which make it one of the richest countries in relation to its size (Dafis, 1997).

Ancient large mammals included both tropical and boreal elements, but by the end of Pleistocene beginning of Holocene (about 10000 BP) most of these species became extinct due to the combined effect of changing climate and relentless human pressure (Tchernov, 1984). In the meantime, many new species invaded Mediterranean Europe from the Middle East and North Africa or introduced by humans (Blondel & Aronson, 1999). During the classical period, some widely distributed species had not yet reached Greece, e.g. the rabbit, native to the Iberian Peninsula.

Among large mammals, wolves, bears, boars, leopards and foxes are mentioned by ancient writers and sometimes depicted in art (Dalby, 1996; Fox, 1996; Voultsiadou & Tatolas, 2005). All these animals were reduced in numbers by the 4th century BC, mostly due to increased human population density and hunting. Lion, in particular, was a common symbol in the Mycenaean world and a widespread royal symbol in the Persian, Macedonian and the Hellenistic kingdoms. Lion bones were found in Tiryns (end of the 2nd millennium BC). In classical times, it was restricted in Macedonia and Thessaly and it probably became extinct two centuries later, not only because of human activity but also because of the lack of extensive grasslands and potential prey in the Mediterranean (Sallares, 1991) as well as increased climatic aridity.

Apart from the wild mammals, there were several domesticated species such as dog, cat, horse, donkey, cattle, buffalo, pig, sheep and goats. According to Sallares (1991), the early stages of animal domestication were characterized by a notable decrease in body size. This was also true for horses, which came from Russia. The small size and the physical weakness of horses probably explain why farmers in antiquity preferred the ox as a work animal for ploughing. In the course of time, biological evolution as well as human-induced selection among the domesticated animals resulted in the development of several breeds with various body sizes and strengths (Sallares, 1991). Examples of such attempts in classical Greece are the improvement of the quality of wool produced by sheep as well as the increase of the body size of horse, particularly after Greeks realized in the Persian Wars of the 5th century that the enemy’s cavalry was more powerful and heavily armored than their own (Sallares, 1991).

For other groups of fauna (e.g. invertebrates, fresh water fishes, reptiles, amphibian and birds) there is no evidence that they were much different in the classical period compared with the present one. For example, in their study on bivalve mollusk exploitation in Greek antiquity, Voultsiadou et al. (2010) have found that ancient Greeks consumed the same bivalve species as people do nowadays in the coastal areas of the Mediterranean.

HUMAN ACTIVITIES

Agriculture

In the past, scientists generally assumed that ancient agriculture was practised in the same way and with the same plants as in modern times. Recent research, however, has shown that this is not true (Sallares, 1991). Major agricultural products in Greece today, such as rice, sugar beet and cotton, were hardly known in the classical period. Others, like maize, potato and tomato were introduced much later. All well known crops of the period, i.e. vines, olives and wheat, were practically made to fit into the Mediterranean environment only in the first millennium BC. Evidence suggests that even the cultivation of fruit-bearing trees was an innovation of that time. Wheat, in particular, was a secondary crop in Attica until the classical times, in comparison to barley. The latter provided greater yield in small landholdings, while wheat bread was regarded a luxury product (Garnsey, 1988; Sallares, 1991; Dalby, 1996). Wheat subsequently became the main cereal, when new, more productive, types of naked wheat evolved (Sallares, 1991).

In the last few years, our understanding of ancient agricultural practices has also changed drastically. The conventional view of agriculture in the classical period based on extensive monoculture of cereals, biennial fallow and no integration of animal husbandry is being revised (Garnsey, 1988; Sallares, 1991; Dalby, 1996). Wheat subsequently became the main cereal, when new, more productive, types of naked wheat evolved (Sallares, 1991).
classical Attica was small and estimated at 2-4 ha (Garnsey, 1988). This means that, apart from the fact that many farmers practically did not employ animal labor, they had to look for other sources of food supply. Such sources could be provided either by small-scale animal husbandry (which is discussed below) or by the various uses of uncultivated land, as suggested by Forbes (1996).

Two more issues concerning agriculture of the classical period must be mentioned here, which are controversial. The first is the question of existence of a class of free peasant farmers. Although recent field surveys have uncovered many isolated rural sites in the ancient Greek landscape, several scholars are unwilling to ascribe them to independent peasant farmers, and seem to prefer interpreting them as rural estates of a few wealthy landowners (Garnsey, 1988; Forbes, 1995).

The second refers to the long-debated issue of terracing in antiquity. There are scholars that assume their ample existence since prehistoric times (e.g. van Andel et al., 1990; Runnels, 1997). Lohmann (1992) claims that the slopes of villages had been almost completely terraced by the 4th century BC and that these terraces were used for large-scale olive production for the market and thus contradicting the theory of subsistence farming in classical Attica. Others, however, do not recognize any firmly datable ancient example nor they can find written mention of this particular practice (Foxhall, 1996). On the contrary, Price & Nixon (2005) claim that they have found written references to terraces after using text drawn from the full array of ancient Greek linguistic registers. In addition, they suggest that some of the physical remains of old terraces may date back to the Graeco-Roman period. Rackham & Moody (1992) agree that there is a growing body of archaeological evidence for terraces going back to the Bronze Age while Frederick & Krahtopoulou (2000) suggest to be cautious with dating of the still-existing terraces. It can be concluded therefore that terracing must have been a popular way of facilitating cultivation on steep slopes in ancient times, including the classical period of Greece.

Livestock husbandry

Ethnographic surveys and approaches which interpret phenomena of the past on the basis of current perceptions have created a picture of ancient pastoralism quite similar to modern practices, i.e. one involving independent, self-sufficient herders and movement of flocks between winter and summer pastures. However, recent and more careful research has clarified and revised several aspects of ancient pastoralism.

Firstly, it has been indicated that the classical world generally lacked specialized pastoralists (Hodkinson, 1988; Forbes, 1995). Herding animals as a means of subsistence was only an exception, and written sources often imply that herding was regarded as a lower-status activity usually practised by slaves on behalf of wealthy landowners. On the other hand, keeping few animals as a nutritional resource must have been a quite widespread habit of many small arable-based households, whereas larger flocks remained primarily in the hands of the rich. On the whole, animal husbandry did not play a significant role in ancient economy for the additional reason that animals would have to compete with increased human population density within the small territory of ancient city-states (Sallares, 1991).

Secondly, there is general agreement that sheep and goats were far more popular than cattle because they breed and grow faster and can be fed more easily. Furthermore, sheep and goats are better adapted to the upland terrain of the Greek landscape than cattle (Hodkinson, 1988; Sallares, 1991). Special reference should be made to horse breeding, an activity practised by the wealthy people mainly as a means of manifesting superiority. Besides, it has already been mentioned that horses in classical Greece were smaller in size and weaker than today and their primary purpose was no other than competition in diverse races (Hodkinson, 1988; Sallares, 1991).

Transhumance in antiquity is an issue still argued. Although small-scale movement of flocks is supported by references in written sources (Hodkinson, 1988) and by the uncovering of ancient settlements on high altitudes on the Pindos Mountains (Chang & Tourtellotte, 1993), large-scale nomadic movement like the ones practised in more recent times in Greece and elsewhere has been contradicted by some modern scholars (Hodkinson, 1988; Forbes, 1995; Halstead, 2000). The main argument, apart from the paucity of ancient evidence, is that such movement requires strongly developed lowland agriculture, great demand for pastoral products and a politically unified territory, all of which were not available in classical times. Thus, movement of flocks in antiquity probably concerned only short migrations with the goal of finding available pasture.

The last issue concerning animal husbandry is the
degree to which it was integrated with arable farming. All previous statements seem to point towards a close relationship of the two. Hodkinson (1988) has even suggested that animals could be kept in or around cultivated fields throughout the year, grazing fodder or the waste products of agriculture and providing manure for the fields. Similarly, Forbes (1995) emphasizes the availability of uncultivated areas for the grazing of animals, but points out that for a major part of the year animals must have been held on agricultural estates. Sallares (1991), on the other hand, tends to undermine the degree of integration between ancient animal husbandry and agriculture. On the whole, however, there seems to be little doubt that ancient animal husbandry cannot have existed in complete divorce from arable farming, but it should be emphasized that classical Greece presented a diversity of landscapes and socio-political conditions, which could justify many different agro-pastoral practices.

The same conclusion is reached by Valamoti (2001, 2007) for an earlier than classical period, namely late Neolithic to early Bronze Age, when farmers had adopted a number of various options as far as animal husbandry is concerned, ranging from a grazing pattern confined to settlements to grazing away from them depending on the availability of feed resources. Farmers in modern Greece also follow a similar strategy.

Forestry

Pollen diagrams describe a gradual expansion during the Holocene of evergreen woodland, dominated by *Pinus* and *Abies*, in place of deciduous forests and the introduction of new, fruit-bearing tree-types after 2500 BC (Bottema, 1994; Willis, 1994; Gerasimidis & Athanasiadis, 1995). They show that the human factor has played an important role in the evolution of Mediterranean forests in historic times until recently. Human history in general, especially population movement up to the mountains or down to the lowlands, has undoubtedly affected and still affects forests, sometimes causing their reduction, retreat or even destruction. At times, however, forests are left to regenerate, while other actions, such as the protection and sometimes the introduction, and expansion of new forest species, can also be attributed to human interference (Gerasimidis, 2000). Thus, evidence from pollen records cannot support an one-sided role of human factor on forest density.

Forests, along with mountains, meadows and springs, were regarded as habitats of nymphs and of the goddess Artemis, as well as the original home of mankind in ancient Greece (Hughes, 1983). Groves of trees were devoted to various gods and were thus protected as sacred. Ancient mythology tells us about the heavy punishment of Erysichthon, son of the king of Thessaly, who cut off wood in the sacred grove of Demeter in order to build a big dining hall in his palace, and was punished by the goddess with unlimited hunger (Hughes, 1983). Apart from religious reasons, however, there is no adequate evidence to suggest that ancient Greeks of the classical period were generally conscious and worried about over cutting of forests or concerned with their protection (Meiggs, 1982).

Deforestation has been a particularly popular but controversial issue in the last decades. Based on the present-day picture of Mediterranean forests and the references in ancient writers (mainly Plato), some scholars tried to support a theory of continuous depletion of forests during the course of human history (Thirgood, 1981; Hughes, 1983; Tsoumis, 1986; Chew, 2001). Clearing land for agriculture, fire, grazing by goats, warfare, and woodcutting were presented as the main factors causing deforestation. Others (e.g. Meiggs, 1982; Grove & Rackham, 2001) disagree with this view by arguing that the special features of the Mediterranean vegetation and climate favor savanna-like rather than dense forests. Also, Rackham (1996) points out that cutting trees does not necessarily mean deforestation because they have the capacity to regrow and come back after some time which people, especially literature writers, do not usually notice. It is certain though that classical Athens was short of timber for serious constructions in periods of great demand. During the Peloponnesian war in the 5th century, Athenians had to import timber from more wooded regions of Greece (Macedonia) and elsewhere (e.g. Sicily) (Meiggs, 1982). For wood, on the contrary, there are ancient accounts that it was brought in the city from the nearby farms but we do not know the quantities that were marketed (Rackham, 1996).

In general, ancient sources reveal nothing equal to massive deforestation. According to Grove & Rackham (2001), landscape descriptions by Pausanias (2nd century AD) with the modern landscape does not reveal great changes in forest density compared with the modern landscape. Moreover, damage of ancient forests should not and cannot be exaggerated for the additional reason that religious restrictions such as reverence for trees dedicated to gods and, mainly,
transportation problems imposed automatic checks on exploitation of timber (Meiggs, 1982). However, the pressure for human use of forests was greater than traditional attitudes of respect and preservation. This is manifested by the diplomatic arrangements with other city-states to secure supplies of timber, conservation measures to control floods and the protection of certain forests as reserves or sacred groves (Hughes, 1983). Therefore, the reality lies somewhere between the massive forest depletion and the lack of any serious forest damage by human activities. This means that high forests producing timber must have been destroyed, especially the ones located near human settlements, but coppice forests, maquis, and phrygana, mainly producing firewood, must have been present and regularly exploited.

Special reference should be made to the role of goat grazing and, generally, pastoralism on deforestation. Ancient Greeks, just like modern people, were perfectly aware of the food habits of goats, which can eat almost everything, but have a special preference for young trees. When left uncontrolled, goats could destroy a vineyard or prevent a young forest from regenerating. Equally, pastoralists are often accused, even in modern times, of causing deforestation with several actions, such as burning of forests in order to create pasture, a practice also recorded by ancient writers (Thirgood, 1981; Meiggs, 1982; Hughes, 1983; Forbes, 2000). It has been argued, however, that herders are part of their environment, quite aware of their role in it (Forbes, 2000). On the other hand, goats were and still are a very useful animal when managed properly because they can control the understory vegetation in Mediterranean forests thus releasing nutrients and water for the benefit of trees and reducing the fire risk (Meiggs, 1982; Papanastasis, 1986).

Fire

Fire has a very long history, dating to the Upper Paleolithic (Grove & Rackham, 2001), and has played a decisive role in post-glacial geological and cultural evolution in the Mediterranean basin (Naveh, 1975). It is nowadays widely accepted that the Mediterranean ecosystem includes many fire-adapted or fire-dependent species, which can be easily reproduced by sprouting or seeding. Among the greater plant beneficiaries are woody shrubs and pine trees (Arianoutsou, 1998; Atherden, 2000; Grove & Rackham, 2001).

In Greece, the first archaeological evidence of fire occurrence dates back to the end of the Middle Stone age (Higgs et al., 1967). After reviewing the history of burning in Greece, Liacos (1973) considers that fire was used as a tool to open up forests and convert them to grasslands for grazing of livestock since the 2nd millennium BC. This fire tool, known as occupational or pastoral burning, was also practised in the Roman times (Hughes, 1983). Since then, landscape changes in the Mediterranean ecosystems were much influenced by fire (Naveh & Lieberman, 1994; Moreno et al., 1998; Arianoutsou, 2001).

On the other hand, writers of the classical period have not often reported forest fires. Among the few references, there is one by Thucydides who states that fires are ignited through the wind rubbing branches together, as well as reports of fires set by armies for military purposes (Thirgood, 1981; Hughes, 1983).

Hunting

It seems that hunting in ancient Greece was practised as a way of showing bravery and virtues such as agon (fight), techne (art) and arete (virtue), mainly by young and wealthy people. Other factors such as food supply and pest-control were less important, although not excluded (Fox, 1996). Hunting was practised in a variety of landscapes (mountains, forests, hillsides, valleys), depending on the prey. Hunters were on horseback or on foot and they used various weapons as well as dogs which were considered as their most precious companion. Among the most popular games were big animals (boars, bears, foxes, wild goats, deer, leopards etc.), hares and many kinds of birds. Most of these made a fine meal, considering that the catch was not used in religious sacrifices (Dalby, 1996; Fox, 1996).

On the other hand, in many cases hunting along with population density and expansion was responsible for the disappearance of animal species. According to Callares (1991), wild animals like wolves were relatively rare in classical Greece, a time with high population density, and hunters had difficulties finding hares in Attica. As a result, hunting became less practised overtime. Apparently, this was the reason that Xenophon, a well known fan of the sport, complained about its diminishing popularity.

There were, however, a few cases where hunting was specifically carried out to constrain the expansion of a species. This happened in the island of Astypalaia during the reign of the Macedonian king Antigonus Gonatas, i.e. later than the classical period. A man from Anaphe had introduced a pair of hares on Astyp-
DISCUSSION

This review shows that the abiotic conditions in the classical period were not much different compared to the present-day Greece. Perhaps climate was a little cooler than nowadays but it had the typical seasonal and inter-annual variation of the Mediterranean-type climate. Soil erosion was present no matter if it was caused by natural or human factors. However, given the fact that classical Greeks lacked heavy machinery we can assume that soil erosion caused by human practices was not as grave as in modern Greece (Grove et al., 1993).

Wild flora must have been as rich in the classical period as nowadays while domesticated flora was poorer since several modern crops were absent in antiquity. Fauna must have been also as rich as the present-day Greece with the exception perhaps of wild carnivores such as lion who existed in Macedonia but not in Attica. Naveh (1994) claims that there has been a gradual extinction of several species since antiquity as a consequence of habitat degradation and fragmentation. A different view is expressed by Blondel & Médail (2009), who state that apart from large mammals and some endemic species on Mediterranean islands, the postglacial extinction events due to human intervention are relatively few.

On the other hand, people in classical Greece used natural resources as much as they could and the technical means they had at their disposal allowed them. They were certainly periods of intensive as well as of extensive use mainly dictated by cyclic changes in population growth and climatic factors. Overall, however, overexploitation of agricultural resources was prevented by the following facts: a) the autarkeia, the self-sufficiency model of agricultural production that promoted subsistence rather than high productivity in farms, b) the intercropping that allowed a more sustained use of arable land, c) the integration of farming with livestock husbandry that led to the efficient use of agricultural byproducts, d) the terracing of steep arable lands that prevented erosion and e) the limited capacity of the technology that it was used to exploit cropped areas. All these practices imply sustainable use of arable lands if compared with the modern ones, which result in intensive arable cropping. This is because they are based on maximization of production through soil amelioration and mechanization, application of fertilizers, pest and disease control and irrigation (Kosmas et al., 1998).

As far as the grazing resources are concerned, overuse must have been practiced around settlements and homesteads but not away from them. Such a pattern is documented by the following facts: a) livestock husbandry was closely related to arable agriculture suggesting that sheep and goats were kept near the farms, b) flocks were rather small in size and c) there is no convincing evidence of long distance movements such as transhumance, at least in Attica. These facts and, especially, the close association of livestock husbandry with arable agriculture suggest that wild lands away from homesteads were not much pressed by livestock implying that their impact on the environment was limited. Nowadays, overgrazing is still present around settlements but also practiced away from them as animals move over long distances through transhumance (Ispikoudis et al., 2004).

Forests must have received a high pressure thus depriving their capacity to produce timber for construction but they supplied wood for cooking and heating. Given the fact though that the economy during the classical period was open, timber was imported from other areas in order to alleviate the problem of high demand. In the meantime, people learned to substitute the missing timber with the abundant stones in building houses and temples indicating their adaptation to the constraints of the physical environment. The situation is similar in modern Greece, since there still is a high shortage in wood products, mainly timber, which is covered by imports (Voulgaridis, 1999).

The lack of reports for major wildfires in classical Greece may suggest that either forests were non-existent or they were much used and clear and, therefore, not prone to burning. The former case is not supported by the reviewed literature indicating that the latter case should be the real one. Taking into account that fire is part of the Mediterranean climate, though, we can assume that there were wildfires in classical Greece but they did not attract the attention of the great writers apparently because they were not devastating. This assumption leads us to the conclusion that the landscape in classical Greece was quite robust and resilient, at least to wildfires. Nowadays, wildfires are a major environmental problem (Dimitrakopoulos, 2003), having great ecological and eco-
Hunting, finally, was a popular activity, well accepted by ancient Greeks, at least in Athens, because legendary hunters such as Hercules were part of their common heritage. With such a perception, it is unlikely that there was any ecological concern about the hunted species. On the contrary, hunting in modern Greece is also a popular activity but controversial regarding its environmental impact.

It is clear therefore that classical Greece does not fit any of the two theories developed on the human impact on ancient ecosystems and landscapes. It was neither a land of noble forests that was relentlessly destroyed by human action (ruined landscape theory) nor human activities were without any negative impact on the landscape (positive effects theory). As a matter of fact, the advanced civilization of classical Greece could not have developed without profoundly affecting species, community and ecosystems (Blondel, 2006).

Unlike the common belief that the Mediterranean environment is degraded, Butzer (2005) claims that Mediterranean world sustained agricultural productivity over millennia thanks to its ecological and human resilience. Mediterranean ecosystems can withstand heavy human impacts because they can regenerate quickly after degradation. Such a resistance is possible due to positive and negative feedback loops between cultural practices and natural systems (Blondel, 2006). If these loops destabilize as a result of unrestrained growth of human population, energy and material consumption as well as technological power will collapse (Naveh & Lieberman, 1994).

It seems that people in classical Greece had exploited the environment and used its natural resources or even abused some of them such as forests and game species. Overall, however, the practices they employed were not devastating but rather moderate resulting in a heterogeneous landscape (Papanastasis, 2004). They did not exceed the limits of Mediterranean ecosystems to resilience. As a result, these ecosystems did not collapse but were able to self-regenerate and recover. By clearing, burning, terracing, coppicing, grazing, browsing, hunting and constructing, people in the classical period modified their natural environment and established an agro-silvo-pastoral equilibrium which apparently helped them to live in harmony with nature and create cultural artifacts as well as viable human societies.

CONCLUSIONS

Promotion of the conservation ethic of resource use in our modern societies can be greatly assisted by retrospective studies of the environmental practices in the ancient world. Classical Greece constitutes an ideal case study due to the considerable literature available on its environmental history. From this review, the following conclusions can be drawn:

a) Although there are opposing views, the general consensus of scholars and writers is that abiotic and biotic conditions were not much different in classical period compared to the present-day Greece.

b) Agricultural practices were relatively mild and sustainable characterized by autarkeia, a self-sufficient model of agricultural production.

c) Livestock husbandry was a minor activity compared to arable agriculture and overgrazing must have been practiced around settlements and not away from them.

d) Forests received a high pressure for timber and imports had to be done from other city-states to meet the demand, but they were capable of producing firewood.

e) Wildfires were present but not devastating.

f) Hunting was popular and practiced for social rather than economic reasons.

In general, the natural environment in classical Greece was transformed but not destroyed. People were not conservation-minded but they seem to have known the strengths and weaknesses of their environment. This knowledge probably helped them to also develop an advanced civilization.
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